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Abstract—Product attribute value extraction plays an impor-
tant role for many real-world applications in e-Commerce such
as product search and recommendation. Previous methods treat
it as a sequence labeling task that needs more annotation for
position of values in the product text. This limits their application
to real-world scenario in which only attribute values are weakly-
annotated for each product without their position. Moreover,
these methods only use product text (i.e., product title and
description) and do not consider the semantic connection between
the multiple attribute values of a given product and its text, which
can help attribute value extraction. In this paper, we reformulate
this task as a multi-label classification task that can be applied
for real-world scenario in which only annotation of attribute
values is available to train models (i.e., annotation of positional
information of attribute values is not available). We propose a
classification model with semantic matching and negative label
sampling for attribute value extraction. Semantic matching aims
to capture semantic interactions between attribute values of
a given product and its text. Negative label sampling aims
to enhance the model’s ability of distinguishing similar values
belonging to the same attribute. Experimental results on three
subsets of a large real-world e-Commerce dataset demonstrate
the effectiveness and superiority of our proposed model.

Index Terms—product attribute value extraction, multi-label
classification, semantic matching

I. INTRODUCTION

Product attribute value extraction is a fundamental NLP task
in e-Commerce which can help improve customer shopping
experience. Because it can be utilized for downstream tasks
such as product search, product retrieval and recommendation.
The most recent state of the art models proposed for this task
include [9], [18], [19], [21], [23]. OpenTag [21] is a sequence
labeling model using BiLSTM-CRF with attention mechanism.
TXtract [9] makes use of hierarchical taxonomy of categories
to help attribute value extraction. AdaTag [19] introduces
adaptive decoder for each attribute to share knowledge across
different attributes. However, all these models are sequence
labeling models requiring annotation of position of attribute
values in the product text to train them. In other words, they
cannot be trained and used in these cases where annotation
of position of values is not available. The above requirement
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Fig. 1. An example of water bottle. The left part contains the water bottle’s
title and description, the right part shows all attribute values extracted for this
product.

introduces more workload of human annotation than just anno-
tating the existence of attribute values. Moreover, in some real-
world scenario, the products in a shopping platform or website
are already weakly annotated with their attribute values by
the merchants when they are created. Besides, above models
ignore the semantic connection between attribute values of a
product and its text (i.e., title and description). In other words,
they do not consider the fact that all existing attribute values of
a given product come from its title and description. This fact
means that for a given product, the semantic meaning of all
its existing attribute values can represent this unique product.
For example, as shown in Fig. 1, all the attribute values of
the product water bottle come from its title and description
(red part), each of these attribute values is a short piece of its
text. Intuitively, besides represented by the semantic meaning
of its title and description, the product of water bottle can also
be uniquely represented by the combination of all its attribute
values. In others words, the combined semantic meaning of
all its attribute values should be as close as possible to the
semantic meaning of its text (i.e., title and description).

Based on above intuition, we reformulate product attribute
value extraction as a multi-label text classification task which
needs less human annotation as mentioned before and can help
to make a direct semantic connection between attribute values
of a product and its text. The multi-label classification method
takes the title and description of a given product as input to
predict multiple labels (i.e., attribute values) for this product.

HTCInfoMax [3] achieves good performance for multi-
label text classification which is designed to predict multiple
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categories of a given piece of text such as news and scientific
paper abstract. Different from that the attribute values of a
given product are exactly part of its title and description, the
categories of news or scientific paper abstract are summa-
rization of the given text. Thus HTCInfoMax cannot be well
suited, although can be applied, for attribute value extraction.

To address the limitation of HTCInfoMax for attribute value
extraction, we propose a multi-label classification model with
semantic matching and negative label sampling for attribute
value extraction called AE-smnsMLC. Specifically, first, sim-
ilar to HTCInfoMax, besides the text encoder, AE-smnsMLC
introduces a label encoder to learn the semantic meaning
of attribute values by taking their texts as input. Second,
a semantic matching module is designed to make a direct
connection between the text of a given product and its at-
tribute values by pushing the representation of attribute values
towards the representation of the product text. Third, because
attribute values belonging to different attribute (e.g., “1 liter”
of attribute “capacity” and “black” of attribute “color”) are
easier for the model to distinguish compared with attribute
values of the same attribute (e.g., “1 liter” and “2 liter” of the
attribute “capacity”). Thus a negative label sampling method is
devised to improve the model’s ability of distinguishing similar
attribute values belonging to the same attribute. Our code is
available at: https://github.com/zhongfendeng/AE-smnsMLC.

Our work’s main contributions are as follows: 1) To our
best knowledge, this is the first work to design a multi-
label classification model (AE-smnsMLC) for product attribute
value extraction which introduces a label encoder to learn
the semantic meaning of attribute values using their text. 2)
We propose a semantic matching method in AE-smnsMLC
to make a direct interaction between the text of a given
product and its all attribute values. 3) We propose a negative
label sampling method to help the model distinguish similar
attribute values belonging to the same attribute. 4) Extensive
experiments on three subsets of a real-world e-Commerce
dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed model.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given the textual title and description of a product denoted
as T = (w1, w2, ..., wL), L is its length. The model aims at
identifying multiple labels (i.e., attribute values) denoted as
Y = (y1, y2, ..., yM ) for this product, where M is the number
of attribute values this product has. Each of the labels in Y has
a pre-defined index which can uniquely represent an attribute
value. Suppose there are total N attribute values (i.e., labels)
in a dataset, the multi-label classification method for attribute
value extraction aims at predicting multiple labels out of N
labels for each product.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Overview

As both product text and labels (i.e., attribute values) con-
tain textual information, our proposed model AE-smnsMLC
makes use of both product text and label text information.
Specifically, we design two encoders for encoding the product

text and label text information respectively, which are text
encoder and label encoder. Then a semantic matching approach
with negative label sampling is designed to help both encoders
learn better representations for product text and labels. The
goal of semantic matching is to push the label feature of a
given product towards its text feature which contains richer
and complete information about the product. The overall archi-
tecture of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 2. The major
components of our model includes text encoder, label encoder,
semantic matching module, negative label sampling module,
label selector and loss weight estimator. Other components
such as predictor with attention mechanism and label prior
matching are kept the same as HTCInfoMax [3].
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Fig. 2. The overall architecture of AE-smnsMLC.
B. Text Encoder and Label Encoder

We use pre-trained BERT-base model as part of the text
encoder which takes the product title and description as input.
The output of BERT is fed into a convolutional layer which
does a convolution operation along the sequence length and
outputs the final text representation for the product denoted
as Tfinal ∈ Rc×dh , where c is the length of sequence after
convolution and dh is the dimension of hidden states of BERT.

Each label has specific text information describing its mean-
ing. It is intuitive to make use of such text information to
help learn better representations for labels. Thus, we introduce
a label encoder which takes advantage of the label text
information to learn the semantic representations HL ∈ RN×dl

for all labels, dl is the dimension of label embedding. The
process and structure of the label encoder is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. The process and structure of label encoder.
C. Semantic Matching

Since the product text contains more and complete infor-
mation about the product, it represents the semantic meaning
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Fig. 4. The process of semantic matching method.

of the current product well. While the text for each label is
relatively short which consists of only several short pieces
of text that are attribute name and specific attribute value.
However, for each product, the representation learned from its
all attribute values (i.e., labels) should also uniquely identify
this product, thus we design a semantic matching method to
push the labels’ representation of a product towards its text
feature learned from the complete product text. In this way,
the semantic matching can help both text encoder and label
encoder learn better text and labels’ representation respectively
during the training process. The details of semantic matching
method is shown in Fig. 4. The left half shows the overall
process of semantic matching, while the right half shows
the details of max pooling used in it. For the side of text
feature, the semantic matching module applies mean pooling
on Tfinal ∈ Rc×dh to obtain pooled text feature Tp ∈ R1×dh .
For the side of label feature, it first uses a label selector to get
the ground truth labels’ representation Lgt ∈ Rm×dl for the
current product from HL, m is the number of ground truth
labels of the current product. Then max pooling is used to
obtain the combined label representation Lcr ∈ R1×dl for the
current product as shown in the right half of Fig. 4. After
this, the semantic matching module calculates the similarity
between the combined label embedding and the text feature of
the current product, the goal is to push the label embedding as
close as possible to the text feature in the feature space which
can help the label encoder learn informative representation for
all labels. Thus it can help the model enhance the ability of
identifying multiple attribute values for each product correctly.
We use cosine similarity here for simplicity. The semantic
matching loss is Lsm = − 1

P

∑P
i=1 S

i
sim. P is the total number

of products (i.e., instances) in the training set.

Label 1: 1 Liter

Label 2: 2 Liter

Label 3: Black

Label 4: White
Intra-group
difference

Inter-group
difference

Inter-group
difference

Intra-group
difference

Capacity Color

Fig. 5. An example of labels belonging to two different attribute “Capacity”
and “Color”.

D. Negative Label Sampling

The labels (i.e., attribute values) belong to the same attribute
may be difficult for models to distinguish because they are
much closer to each other than other labels belong to a

Negative Labels Sampling (Algorithm 1)

Label Selector

Negative labels' ID

Negative labels' feature Lneg

Mean Pooling

Final Negative Labels Representation Lcr-neg

All labels' feature HL

Ground truth attribute
name IDs Ground truth label IDs Attribute name to labels

mapping dictionary

Pooled Text
Feature Tp

Similarity Score Ssim-neg

Similarity Calculation

Fig. 6. The process of negative label sampling.

different attribute. Fig. 5 shows such an example. The label ”1
Liter” is much closer to the label “2 Liter” in the same attribute
“Capacity” than to the label “Black” which belongs to another
attribute “Color”. In other words, the difference between labels
in the same attribute (i.e., intra-group difference) is smaller
than the difference between labels belonging to two different
attributes (i.e., inter-group difference).

To help the model enhance the ability of distinguishing
similar labels (i.e., attribute values) belonging to the same
attribute, we propose a negative label sampling method for
training the model. The whole process of this method is shown
in Fig. 6 and the specific sampling approach for negative
labels is shown in Fig. 7. To be specific, we first construct
a mapping dictionary A2L which stores all the labels (i.e.,
attribute values) belong to the same attribute. Then the same
label selector as in Fig. 4 is used to get the ground truth
attribute names AN and corresponding labels for each of the
attributes LAN

gtIDs for the current product. They are taken as
input for the negative label sampling algorithm together with
the mapping dictionary A2L. The output of this sampling
algorithm is a list of sampled negative labels for the current
product and it is utilized to obtain the negative labels’ feature
matrix Lneg from all labels’ feature matrix HL. A mean
pooling is applied on the negative labels’ feature Lneg to get
the final compact negative labels’ representation Lcr−neg for
the current product. Similar to the semantic matching module,
it calculates the similarity between this compact negative label
representation Lcr−neg and the pooled text feature Tp of the
current product. The goal is to push away the negative labels
as far as possible to the current product which can help the
model learn more discriminative feature representation for
similar labels belong to the same attribute. Thus during the
training process, the negative label sampling method aims
at minimizing the similarity score Ssim−neg between the
negative labels and text feature of each product. The loss of
negative label sampling is Lns =

1
P

∑P
i=1 S

i
sim−neg .

E. Final Loss Function

1) Loss of AE-smnsMLC: As stated before, the semantic
matching method and negative label sampling method are
proposed to train the model which introduce two losses that
are semantic matching loss Lsm and loss of negative label
sampling Lns. The final loss is calculated in Eq. (1), where



Input: The attribute name to attribute values dictionary A2L, ground
truth labels’ ID list LAN

gtIDs and attribute names’ ID list AN of current
product
Output: Negative labels’ ID list NegLabelsID for current prod-
uct

1: Let NegLabelsID = [].
2: for each attribute A in AN do
3: Get ground truth labels LA

gtIDs belong to A from LAN
gtIDs and

the number of labels LA
gtNum in LA

gtIDs.
4: Get all labels LA

All belong to A from A2L.
5: Get candidate labels by removing LA

gtIDs from LA
All and get

the number of candidate labels LCandidateNum.
6: Set number of negative labels LNegNum = LA

gtNum.
7: if LCandidateNum < LA

gtNum then
8: Set LNegNum = LCandidateNum.
9: end if

10: Randomly select LNegNum negative labels from candidate
labels with equal opportunity for each candidate.

11: Add selected negative labels into NegLabelsID.
12: end for
13: return NegLabelsID

Fig. 7. Negative labels sampling algorithm

the label prior matching loss Lpr, loss weight F ∈ [0, 1]
and the binary cross entropy loss Lbce are inherited from
HTCInfoMax.

L = Lbce + (1− F )× (Lsm + Lns) + F × Lpr. (1)

2) Loss of the Variant AE-smMLC: In addition, we also
design a variant of our proposed model called AE-smMLC
which removes the negative label sampling module from AE-
smnsMLC. Its final loss is L = Lbce+(1−F )×Lsm+F×Lpr.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

A. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

We use a real-world e-commerce dataset (it is not public due
to commercial reasons) possessed by a commercial company
to conduct experiments for all models. All the labels (i.e.,
attribute values) are annotated by the merchants when they
create their products on the company’s website. Thus no
additional human annotation is needed for training our model.
The text and labels are in Japanese. Due to its large size (47
million products), we sample products from three different
domain as three datasets whose statistics are shown in Table
I. Evaluation metrics of multi-label classification including
Precision (P), Recall (R), Micro-F1 (MiF1) and Macro-F1
(MaF1) are used to evaluate the performance of models.

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF DATASETS. L AND A MEANS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF

ATTRIBUTE VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES IN EACH DATASET RESPECTIVELY,
AVGL MEANS THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR EACH

PRODUCT.

Datasets Domain A L AvgL Train Val Test
Dataset 1 Gardening 12 154 5.83 4,256 69 60
Dataset 2 Plants 15 244 4.92 4,160 219 196
Dataset 3 Gardening Tools 33 218 1.24 4,160 1,254 1,268

B. Baselines

Sequence labeling models need labor-intensive and time-
consuming human annotation for every token in every prod-
uct’s text (i.e., title and description) which is not available
in the stated dataset. Thus no sequence labeling models
can be trained on the dataset. Therefore, we only consider
classification models as the baselines. Specifically, there are
two groups of baselines used to compare with our model AE-
smnsMLC which are described as follows. Same as in our
model, the parameters of the pre-trained BERT-base model
used in all these baselines are fixed due to out of GPU memory
issue of fine-tuning. The pre-trained BERT is trained with 10
million product descriptions in Japanese.

1) BERT-based baselines: This group uses the same pre-
trained BERT-base model [5] as in our model to encode prod-
uct text (i.e., title and description). BERT+Linear Layer feeds
the CLS embedding outputted by BERT to a linear layer which
predicts the product’s attribute values. BERT+CNN+Linear
Layer utilizes an additional CNN layer on top of BERT. The
output of CNN is fed to a linear layer to do prediction.

2) HTCInfoMax-based baselines: To be fairly compared
with our model. All HTCInfoMax-based baselines [3] adopt
the same pre-trained BERT-base model as text encoder or
part of it, and the same label embedding layer as in the
label encoder of our model is used as the structure encoder
of HTCInfoMax. HTCInfoMax (TE:BERT) uses the pre-
trained BERT as text encoder, the label embedding layer of
the structure encoder is randomly initialized. HTCInfoMax
(TE:BERT+CNN) stacks an additional CNN layer on top of
BERT to form the text encoder. The label embedding layer
of the structure encoder is also randomly initialized. HTCIn-
foMax (TE:BERT+CNN)-Pretrained CLS Label Emb has
the same text encoder and label encoder as our model, the
pretrained label embedding generated by BERT is used to
initialize the label embedding layer.

C. Experimental Setting

All baselines and our model adopt the same setting for all
hyper-parameters. To be specific, the maximum length of token
sequence of product text is set to 256, the dimensions of text
and label embedding are 768, the kernel size of CNN layer
is 4. HTCInfoMax-based baselines are re-implemented by us
using PyTorch based on the released code [3]. We implement
our model and BERT-based baselines using PyTorch. All ex-
periments are conducted on a single NVIDIA Quadro M6000
GPU sever with 12G GPU memory.

D. Experimental Results and Analysis

The experimental results of our model and baselines on
the three datasets are shown in Table II. We can see that
our proposed model AE-smnsMLC generally outperforms all
baselines on Recall, Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 including the
strong baseline in the group of HTCInfoMax-based baselines
which utilizes pretrained CLS label embedding to initialize
its structure encoder (i.e., the third from last row in Table
II). Although this baseline has higher precision score on



TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF ALL MODELS ON THREE SUBSETS OF DIFFERENT DOMAIN.

Models Dataset 1 (Gardening) Dataset 2 (Plants) Dataset 3 (Gardening Tools)
P R MiF1 MaF1 P R MiF1 MaF1 P R MiF1 MaF1

BERT-based
Baselines

BERT+Linear Layer [5] 80.23 39.43 52.87 17.37 73.82 26.01 38.47 11.75 83.48 47.40 60.47 15.88
BERT+CNN+Linear Layer [5] 78.50 68.86 73.36 25.61 71.23 58.24 64.08 21.07 81.64 72.12 76.58 30.41

HTC
InfoMax
-based

Baselines

HTCInfoMax (TE:BERT) [3] 66.78 58.57 62.40 19.20 53.30 38.45 44.67 13.78 75.85 65.08 70.05 25.28
HTCInfoMax (TE:BERT+CNN)

[3] 83.57 68.29 75.16 26.79 67.47 60.83 63.98 20.57 77.49 74.40 75.91 29.90

HTCInfoMax (TE:BERT+CNN)
-Pretrained CLS Label Emb [3] 86.48 69.43 77.02 26.61 78.50 57.51 66.39 22.79 85.13 74.40 79.40 30.91

Ours AE-smMLC 81.85 73.43 77.41 30.16 78.40 57.93 66.63 23.18 82.31 76.36 79.22 31.87
AE-smnsMLC 81.82 74.57 78.03 29.37 75.91 62.38 68.49 23.78 85.42 76.11 80.50 30.41

Gardening and Plants, our model obtains much better Recall,
Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 scores by improvements of 7.40%,
1.31%, 10.37% on Gardening and by improvements of 8.47%,
3.16%, 4.34% on Plants respectively. This demonstrates that
the semantic matching and negative label sampling methods
help our model perform better on all labels, because Micro-F1
and Macro-F1 scores are more reliable metrics that evaluate
models in a much more comprehensive way. Furthermore,
our model outperforms the previously mentioned strongest
baseline on Precision, Recall and Micro-F1 on Gradening
Tools dataset by improvements of 0.34%, 2.30% and 1.39%
respectively, which also verifies the superiority of our model.
In addition, the consistent performance of our model across
three different datasets demonstrates that our proposed model
can learn better text representation and better representations
for all attribute values (i.e, labels) by matching the semantic
representation of all ground truth attribute values of a given
product towards its text representation. In other words, the
performance consistency validates the effectiveness of our
proposed semantic matching method.

Besides, from the comparison between models in the group
of HTCInfoMax-based baselines, we can see that pretrained
label embedding generated by using the text (e.g., “stainless
steel”) of attribute values can help improve the performance.
This indicates that label text information is helpful for product
attribute value extraction in terms of reformulating it as a
multi-label classification task. In addition, the baselines with
CNN layer performing much better than that without CNN
indicates the importance of CNN layer in the text encoder.

E. Ablation Study

We conduct ablation studies to demonstrate the effect of
different components in our model such as negative label
sampling and pooling method. We also design a third variant
of our model called “AE-smnsMLC w/o LabelPrior” which
removes the label prior matching module for more ablation
study. The results of ablation studies are shown in Table
III. For each of the three models in this table, two pooling
methods for ground truth labels in semantic matching module
are experimented. One is max pooling as shown in Fig. 4, the
other is mean pooling which replaces the max pooling.

TABLE III
RESULTS OF ABLATION STUDIES ON DATASET 1.

Models SM Pooling P R MiF1 MaF1
AE-smnsMLC
w/o LabelPrior

Mean Pool 86.10 72.57 78.76 28.91
Max Pool 79.94 71.71 75.60 27.55

AE-smMLC Mean Pool 76.07 70.86 73.37 26.96
Max Pool 81.85 73.43 77.41 30.16

AE-smnsMLC Mean Pool 79.17 76.00 77.55 27.28
Max Pool 81.82 74.57 78.03 29.37

From Table III, one can see that max pooling is generally
performing better than meaning pooling. And our models with
(the last two rows) or without (the first two rows) label prior
matching achieve comparably similar results, which verifies
the effectiveness of our proposed model in capturing the
semantic connections between attribute values of each product
and its text. It also indicates that the label prior matching helps.
Furthermore, the comparison between AE-smnsMLC and AE-
smMLC in Table III (the last four rows) and Table II (the
last two rows) shows that AE-smnsMLC generally performs
better than AE-smMLC without negative label sampling. This
demonstrates that negative label sampling can help the model
distinguish similar labels by learning more discriminative
feature for them and thus improves the performance.

F. Case Study

To further verify the usefulness of negative label sampling,
we conduct a case study on Gardening dataset. Specifically,
we select the prediction results of AE-smnsMLC and its
variant AE-smMLC on all labels belong to some attribute
(e.g., “Events/Holiday”) from Gardening dataset and calculate
Micro-F1 scores for these labels. The comparison between
the performance results of our model and its variant without
negative label sampling on all labels belong to the attribute
“Events/Holiday” is shown in Fig. 8. One can see that AE-
smnsMLC performs better on almost all labels belong to this
attribute which demonstrates that negative label sampling can
help the model learn much more discriminative feature for
labels belong to the same attribute and thus improve the
model’s ability of distinguishing similar labels.
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Fig. 8. The case study for negative label sampling.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Product Attribute Value Extraction and Multi-Label Text
Classification

Earlier models for product attribute value extraction are
rule-based extraction methods [6], [15]. Later on, [12] treats
this task as a sequence labeling task and many neural network
based sequence labeling models with different techniques
such as attention mechanism, using hierarchical taxonomy of
product, adaptive CRF decoder and so on are designed [9],
[11], [18], [19], [21]. Most of multi-label text classification
models can be categorized into two groups. One group is local
models which build a classifier for each label or labels in the
same level of the label taxonomy [1], [7], [16]. The other group
is global models building one classifier for all labels [3], [8],
[10], [13], [14], [17], [22]. The latter four models make use of
label structure information. In addition, attention-based models
are popular for text classification in recent years [2], [4], [20].

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose a multi-label classification model for product
attribute value extraction which can be applied for real-world
scenario in which only attribute values are annotated without
their position information in the product text. Our proposed
model introduces a label encoder, a semantic matching and
a negative label sampling method. Semantic matching aims
to capture the semantic interactions between attribute values
of a given product and its text. Negative label sampling
helps enhance the model’s ability to distinguish similar labels.
Experimental results on three subsets of a large-size real-world
e-commerce dataset demonstrates the superiority of our model
for product attribute value extraction.
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